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Real-time Earthquake Location Using Kirchhoff Reconstruction

by Teresa Baker, Robert Granat, and Robert W. Clayton

Abstract Real-time location of earthquakes can be achieved by using direct im-
aging of the recorded wave field based on a Kirchhoff reconstruction method similar
to that used in the migration of seismic reflection data. The standard method of event
location requires the wave arrival at each sensor to be picked and associated with an
event. By using direct imaging, the event is identified once in the imaged wave field.
The computation is independent of the level of seismic activity and can be carried
out on a typical desktop computer. The procedure has been successfully demonstrated
in two and three dimensions using data from the Southern California Seismic Net-
work (Trinet). At higher resolutions, the reconstruction method can identify finite
source effects. Further work considers extending the method by implementing full
elastic theory and solving for moment tensors at all locations in the mesh.

Background

Routine earthquake location done with most seismic ar-
rays is based on some form of Geiger’s method (Udias,
1999), which locates the hypocenter by minimizing the error
between the predicted and observed travel times to each sta-
tion in the array. This means the individual channels in the
array need to be “picked” and these picks need to be asso-
ciated with a specific seismic phase of a potential event. The
association step involves some iteration when multiple
events are occurring and, in the case of a major earthquake,
the aftershocks can often overwhelm this process, thus mak-
ing it difficult to keep up with real time. Furthermore, there
is a serious problem of picking arrivals when they fall in the
coda of a larger event. A common practice is to stop picking
for some period after an event to prevent false coda picks.
This creates shadow zones of events after a large event (Vi-
dale et al., 2003). The essential problem is that picking is
done on a “per seismogram” basis and makes no use of the
coherency of the phases between stations.

The accuracy of event location has been improved by
using the double-differencing algorithm presented by Wald-
hauser and Ellsworth (2000) and by using cross-correlation
to measure the relative travel-time delays at the stations
(Richards-Dinger and Shearer, 2000). Global search algo-
rithms have made it computationally practical to use prob-
abilistic earthquake location and maintain a complete de-
scription of the uncertainties contributing to the solution
(Lomax, 2000; Husen et al., 2003). These methods, how-
ever, are not well suited to real-time applications, because,
in general, they do not deal with the association problem and
hence are sensitive to interference by other earthquakes.

In this article we demonstrate an alternative location
procedure for use with dense seismic networks which in-
volves no picking of the seismograms. It is based on a Kirch-
hoff reconstruction of the ground motions on a mesh from

the seismograms recorded by the network. Kirchhoff migra-
tion is commonly used to process data in reflection seis-
mology for structural imaging. In this case, the reflected en-
ergy is distributed over a number of receivers, and migration
moves the reflection events back to the actual source points,
resulting in an image of the subsurface structure. The tech-
nique uses a surface integral of the scalar wave equation over
the seismic observations that form the boundary values
(Schneider, 1978). Further developments have broadened
the uses of migration to include velocity estimation and at-
tribute analysis in addition to structural imaging. In the
earthquake application, migration is used to focus energy
received at several stations back to the earthquake source.

Several techniques exist for locating earthquake sources
that are related to Kirchhoff migration. These include using
continuous waveform data to locate reflectors, reverse-time
migration, and a source-scanning algorithm. Reverse-time
migration, which is similar to Kirchhoff migration, has been
investigated by McMechan and colleagues (1985) as a
method for imaging earthquake sources. The sensor data are
interpolated onto a grid and the wave equation is tracked in
reverse time to extrapolate waves back to the source. Pre-
determined velocity structures were required and a finite-
difference method was used; testing was performed on three
events in Long Valley Caldera, 1983. This approach was
later extended to incorporate all three waveform components
(Chang and McMechan, 1991). Most recently, the source-
scanning algorithm (SSA) was developed by Kao and Shan
(2004) and tested by locating tremors that occurred during
the early 2003 swarm under Cascadia. The similarities of
this method to the Real-time Kirchhoff Location (RKL)
method presented in this article are discussed in the next
section.


